
EMIR Archive System
The new way to a faster EMIR system!

           Our EMIR data is so precious to us; our customers know that we can 
give them a complete breakdown of history for any location or equipment 
when they need it. We’ve actually used EMIR for over twenty years and our 
whole trading life is stored in its files. With 2 years of live trading at hand and 
the remaining data in the EMIR Archive Utility, this has greatly improved the 
EMIR live system access times, a point our employees greatly appreciate.
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Many of you have been EMIR customers for many years, 
and over that time you have relied upon EMIR for detailed 
information about every job you have processed. So hundreds 
and perhaps thousands of jobs have been processed, each 
with many labour, spares, purchases, notes and other 
information stored against them.

Well, all of this information, growing exponentially on a daily 
basis, will undoubtedly mean that your system takes up more 
storage than it used to and consequently takes longer to run, 
particularly when compiling reports or enquiries that require a 
‘trawl’ through the data to locate the information required.

Now, while we pride ourselves on trying to write EMIR as 
efficiently as possible, there is no getting away from the fact 
that more data means more storage, larger files and inevitably 
a decrease in performance across the speed of the system. 
Obviously your older data is less important than the ongoing 
[or last year’s] information, but you can gain so much from 
revisiting old jobs [what you did, pricing, etc.] that you don’t 
want to lose this information, but at the same time wouldn’t 
you like the system to be leaner and faster to run and report?

Well, now you can have the best of both worlds via the 
EMIR Archive System. The EMIR Archive system is a new 
copy of EMIR that will contain your older jobs, PO’s and all 
other transactions complete with all the relevant information 

pertaining to them. A new utility will sort through your EMIR 
data and remove all data older than the date you provide.

The Archive system will contain the old data, whilst your 
current EMIR system will keep all the latest data plus anything 
that is outstanding from before the cut-off date [if anything]. 
The Archive system will not allow users to add data, but will 
allow enquiries, searches and reporting on all data contained 
within it, as your current EMIR system does now, so nothing 
will be lost and all information will still be quickly available.

EMIR Archive System 

Key Points
Safely transfers your old data from your current 
system to a new and separate Archive system.

Speeds up your main system as it only contains 
your current data for all reports and enquiries.

Your older data is still instantly available for enquiries 
and reporting in your Archive copy of EMIR.

This is a repeatable process, so can be done 
yearly, or as often as required. 


